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ALLA PRIMA

MIXING IT RIGHT
To mix the color 1 want, I must have a basic set of pigments, and I must know what will happen when I mix them
together. Let's look at these two items one at a time.
1. My current palette:
Cadmium Lemon
Cadmium Yellow Pale
Cadmium Yellow Deep
Yellow Ochre Light (This can vary greatly in value depending on brand.)
Cadmium Red
Terra Rosa
Alizarin Crimson (The new Alizarin Crimson by Gamblin appears to be completely permanent.)
Transparent Oxide Red"
Viridian
Cobalt Blue Light
Ultramarine Blue Deep
Titanium White
With these few colors i can duplicate virtually all the other manufactured colors (at least those worth bothering
with), so it is unnecessary to take up palette space with more paints. Strictly speaking. I don't really need Cadmium Yellow
Deep. Yellow Ochre Light, or Terra Rosa. since all of those can be mixed from the remaining colors, but I use them so
much that it is more convenient to just squeeze them from a tube. For the same reason, I often put Cadmium Scarlet for a
warmer red. and Cadmium Orange, on my palette when I'm working in warm light. Occasionally. I add either Cobalt Violet
light or dark (Genuine) to my palette when I need a high-keyed Violet or Purple. because Alizarin plus Blue mixtures are
unsta ble i n very light values. Cobalt Violet is unusually expensive compared to most other pigments, which always mak es
me nervous, so I use it sparingly. Its high price is probably a good thing because it curbs the temptation to use it
indiseriminaut
I use Non Black. but very seldom. and never alone (it cracks) I prefer to mix my own versions of black with a
combination of other colors such as Ultramarine Blue plus Alizarin Crimson plus Transparent Oxide Rod. These“blades view a deeper black with a more distinenve color temperature. (Alizarin show no noticeable fadine in ATM dark mixtim..1
VI\ preference is to keep trty palette selection simple and hasie- -The fewest colors I need. The ones I have listed
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2. Mixing color
Actual painting begins when I have identified the color I see in my subject and start dipping into the little piles of
paint. How do I know what to mix with what to get what I want? In my case, I had to be t aught how to do that. My
initiation
the world of color began forty-some years ago, when I first entered Bill Mosby's class at the old American
Academy into
of Art.
already knew a few things—that red and yellow made orange; yellow and blue made green; violet was blue and
red: white or black made things lighter or darker; and that mixing everything together made gray, or brown, or mud—but
that was the extent of my color knowledge even though I'd been fooling with oil paints since I was fourteen. Some earlier
instruction (and nonstop trial and error) had given me an inkling of color theory—just enough, however, to screw up, which
I did. Mosby liked to describe my efforts as being like those of a rookie pitcher—lots of speed, but no control! I really
loved him like a father to stick with him. There were many dropouts in his class.
Before I was allowed to paint from the model, he suggested (commanded) that I do the legendary color charts—an
exercise designed to exhaust the possible color mixtures of my palette. The charts (a traditional Flemish method of teaching
color) were his way of showing me just what I was getting myself into. His initial assessment of my color skills indicated
that it was ludicrous for me to begin painting until I understood my paints.' 4 To that end, I was introduced to a rational
palette of colors and shown how to mix each of the pigments methodically with all the others (only nine). The purpose was
to see, understand, and remember how they behaved. Then I had to blend white into those mixtures and render each out to
five values.' 5
It was not something that could be done by rote. The charts had to be executed with breathless concentration if they
were to come out right. Mosby hovered over me all the while, waiting to pounce if I got the color mixtures even slightly
wrong, or if my values failed to graduate with perfect uniformity. To make it harder (1 thought), he made me do it all with a
palette knife. I was clumsy with the knife at the beginning—a bricklayer could have done better with his trowel--but in the
end I was wielding that knife like a Ninja swordsman. Thus, in doing the charts, I also acquired a new tool, one I have
treasured ever since. Mosby was a smart guy.
Surprisingly, the charts took only two weeks to complete, and when I finished I knew more about my paint than I
had ever thought possible. It was an astonishing experience—imagine being taken into the kitchen of a great chef and
shown everything he could do with flavors--that was what it was like for me! There was nothing tedious or boring about
doing the charts; each was a revelation of the power that awaited me when I did start painting.
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\ lam of 111.) fellow students regarded the charts then (and now) as just an ordeal to be dispatched with as quickly as
serious business of creating Art. In their impatience to get to painting,
i
1"'.11‘I'•' ors ntpl bMxtssed for a crack at the more
they missed the potm th a t it was the ( haag of the charts and how they were done that mattered. I was lucky because I
ettioed doing them. I thought the Were fun, like making cake frosting and getting to cat it all instead of just licking the
my colors perfect gave Inc not only a
ran, \o s timm
u ;Ole either, just delirioush beautiful color! The meticulous attempt to
grasp o f the potential in m ~~palette. but the ability to unerringly mix any color I needed---without guesswork.
DOINO 1111: C11.\RI'S
Phis is about creating the charts \N ith oil paint, but they can he done with any medium you wish—watercolor,
pastel, acr\ he, etc. Regardless of the medium, doing them \\ ill enhance your understanding of how color behaves, even
ith materials that on are \ ery familiar with.
It' you aw like me, you will use the charts constantly as a reference when you paint, so do them on a durable surface,
one that will stand up to mans years of service. ' s" masonite or heavy illustration board coated to a bright even white with
acrylic gesso are good choices. Camas boards w ith an added coat of acrylic white also serve well. Whatever surface you
choose. a\ oid using white lead as a ground because it yellows with age. I did the charts for this book on 8" x 15" panels
with one inch color squares—larger than that is too cumbersome when using the charts, and smaller is insufficient for color
recognition. The squares here were laid out with strips of 'A" removable tape. I recommend peeling away the tape as soon
as you are satisfied with the mixtures, and while the paint is still wet. (Removing the tape after the paint has dried is agony.)
If you wish to correct your charts at a later date, you can always put tape back on.
While the charts are drying, put them where the cat won't step on them. When they are thoroughly dry (three
months minimum for oil paint), give them a light coat or spray of acrylic picture varnish. Do not use Damar varnish or
other natural resins. They yellow and darken with time, causing a very noticeable change in the delicate light values.

!

Here are the chart basics (using my palette colors as an example), along with my comments:
1. The top row across each chart is pigment as it comes from the tube (without white). The vertical columns are
those same pigments or mixtures with white added in increasing amounts, like a little value scale for each color. I use five
values here, but some prefer seven because the steps between them seem more even, particularly with the darker colors.
2. The bottom row should be just off white—the lightest value possible while still remaining identifiable as a color.
3. The middle row must be the value half-way between the top and bottom rows. Notice that this will vary because
the values in the top row range from very light (Cadmium Lemon),
to very dark (Alizarin Crimson, Ultramarine Blue, etc.).
4. The second and fourth rows are also half-way values between the middle row and the top and bottom row.
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Many of my fellow students regarded the charts then (and now) as just an ordeal to be dispatched with as quickly as
possible, or simply bypassed for a crack at the more serious business of creating Art. In their impatience to get to painting,
they missed the point that it was the doing of the charts and how they were done that mattered. I was lucky because I
enjoyed doing them. I thought they were fun, like making cake frosting and getting to eat it all instead of just licking the
pan. No tummyache eithe r, just deliriously beautiful color! The meticulous attempt to my colors perfect gave me not only a
grasp of the potential in my palette, but the ability to unerringly mix any color 1 needed—without guesswork.
DOING THE CHARTS
This is about creating the charts with oil paint, but they can be done with any medium you wish--watercolor,
pastel, acrylic, etc. Regardless of the medium, doing them will enhance your understanding of how color behaves, even
with materials that you are very familiar with.
If you are like me, you will use the charts constantly as a reference when you paint, so do them on a durable surface,
one that will stand up to many years of service. 'A" masonite or heavy illustration board coated to a bright even white with
acrylic gesso are good choices. Canvas boards with an added coat of acrylic white also serve well. Whatever surface you
choose, avoid using white lead as a around because it yellows with age. I did the charts for this book on 8" x 15" panels
with one inch color squares—lamer than that is too cumbersome when using the charts, and smaller is insufficient for color
recognition. The squares here were laid out with strips of
'movable tape. I recommend peeling away the tape as soon
as you arc satisfied with the mixtures, and while the paint is still wet. (Remoyine the tape after the paint has dried is agony)
If you wish to correct your charts at a later date. you can always put tape back on.
While the charts arc drying. put them where the cat won't step on them. When they are thoroughly dry (three
months minimum kir oil paint), give them a light coat or spray of acrylic picture varnish. Do not use Damar varnish or
other natural resins. They yellow and darken with time. causing a very noticeable change in the delicate light values.
Here arc the chart basics (using my - palette colors as an example), along with mm comments:
1. The top row across each chart is pizment as it comes from the tube (without white). The vertical columns are
those same pigments or mixtures with white added in increasing amounts. like a little value scale for each color. I use five
values here, but some prefer seven because the steps between them seem mo re even. parti cu lar], with the darker mots.
The bottom row should he,iust off white the lightest value possible while still remainino identifiable ss a color.
3. The middle row must he the value half-wi between the top and bottom rows. Nottee that this will vary becaits,
–
the vale` in the top my, rang; from vzr~~light (Cadmium lemon). to very dark (Alizarin Crimson, Ultramarine Blue_
The second and fourth rows are also half-way values. tvrween the middle rev, .and

the top grki bottom

5. The first chart is simply each pigment

C(41.01? 4%011611T

as it
lightened down to make five values. So far so good! appears on your palette one square apiece across the top

I 'I

then each

6. The second chart is Cadmium Lemon

mixed with each other palette color (top row), with the Cadmium
Lemon predominating. Thus the top squares are: 1.CL alone.
2 .CL+Cad.Yellow Pale. 311.( ad.Yellow Deep.
4.CL+Cad.Red. 5.CL+Tcrra Rosa. 6
.CL+Alizarin Crimson, and so on through Ultramarine Blue. The top mixtures are
then. each in turn, lightened with white
down to five values.
7. The third chart is

Cadmium Yellow Pale predominating; the fourth chart is Cadmium Yellow Deep predominant.
the fifth, Yellow Ochre Light; then Cadmium Red, Terra Rosa, and so on until each color has been mixed with every , other

and rendered to five values. Still with me? If not, look at the charts in the next pages. and it will all make sense!

Care must be taken to avoid exactly equal mixtures. The signature color of each chart --for example. Cadmium Red
in the Cadmium Red chart--should predominate, yet it should not saturate the entire chart to the point that you cannot tell
which other color has been mixed with it. With some colors it is not possible to make clear distinctions. particularly
between the light Cadmium Yellows, or mixtures of Cobalt Blue and Ultramarine. Colors that are very similar to begin with
lose their individual identity when mixed together, and as you will discover, those mixtures become even more ambiguous
as they get lighter with the introduction of white--but these are some of the valuable things you will learn.
OTHER THINGS YOU WILL LEARN
The first and most obvious thing you will notice doing the charts is that each appears to be an almost perfect
will understand as you go along how the predominance of a
harmony of colors (with the exception of the first one). You
to be sure, one that illustrators have
single color in all mixtures easily achieves a unifying effect. It is an exaggerated effect
the powerful role of a co mmon
demonstrates
dramatically
exploited for generations, but it is valid nevertheless because it
denominator (such as light) in producing color harmony. The charts will give you information to fully understand the
discussion of color harmony later in this chapter.
Here are a few more things to observe:
mixtures beyond merely lightening them It creates a new, cooler. color.
I. How the addition of white changes
to them.
How certain extremely dark colors are hard to identify until white is added
2.
How harmony among all colors increases with the addition of white.
3.
How most colors appear more vivid in the mid-value range.
4.

it,

'P:
P: Cadmium Yell<
The initials used to designate colors on the charts arc as follows: Cadmium Lemon-CT: Cadmium Yellm Pale-C1
-CR: Terra Rosa-TR: Alizarin Cnmson-A: Transparent (hide Red-TOR. viridian V. r4
Yellow Ochre Light=YO; Cadmium Red--

Cobalt Blue Light=CO: Ultramarine Blue Deer-U.
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5.
first
simply
eachSopigment
as it appears on your palette —one square apiece across the top--then each
lightenedThe
down
to chart
makeisfive
values.
far so good!
6.
The second chart is Cadmium Lemon (CL)'^ mixed with each other palette color (top row). with the Cadmium
Lemon predominating.
Thus the top squares are: 1.CL alone. 2.CL+Cad.Yellow Pale. 3.CL+Cad.Yellow Deep.
-1.CL+Cad.Red- 5 .CL+Terra
Rosa. 6
.CL+Alizarin
Crimson,
then, each in turn, lightened with white
down to five
values. and so on through Ultramarine Blue. The top mixtures are
7.

The third chart is Cadmium Yellow Pale predominating; the fourth chart is Cadmium Yellow Deep predominant;
the fifth. Yellow Ochre Light; then Cadmium Red, Terra Rosa, and so on until each color has been mixed with every other
and rendered to five values. Still with me? If not, look at the charts in the next pages, and it will all make sense!
Care must be taken to avoid exactly equal mixtures. The signature color of each chart—for example, Cadmium Red
in the Cadmium Red chart—should predominate, yet it should not saturate the entire chart to the point that you cannot tell
which other color has been mixed with it. With some colors it is not possible to make clear distinctions, particularly
between the light Cadmium Yellows, or mixtures of Cobalt Blue and Ultramarine. Colors that are very similar to begin with
lose their individual identity when mixed together, and as you will discover, those mixtures become even more ambiguous
as they get lighter with the introduction of white—but these are some of the valuable things you will learn.
OTHER THINGS YOU WILL LEARN
The first and most obvious thing you will notice doing the charts is that each appears to be an almost perfect
harmony of colors (with the exception of the first one). You will understand as you go along how the predominance of a
single color in all mixtures easily achieves a unifying effect. It is an exaggerated effect to be sure, one that illustrators have
exploited for generations, but it is valid nevertheless because it dramatically demonstrates the powerful role of a common
denominator (such as light) in producing color harmony. The charts will give you information to fully understand the
discussion of color harmony later in this chapter.
Here are a few more things to observe:
mixtures beyond merely lightening them. It creates a new, cooler, color.
1. How the addition of white changes
until white is added to them.
2. How certain extremely dark colors are hard to identify
3. How harmony among all colors increases with the addition of white.
4. How most colors appear more vivid in the mid-value range.
The initials used to designate colors on the charts are as follows: Cadmium Lemon=CL; Cadmium Yellow Pale=CYP; Cadmium Yellow
16
Deep=CYD; Yellow Ochre Light-1(0; Cadmium Rec1=CR; Terra Rosa=TR; Alizarin Crunson=A; Transparent Oxide Red=TOR; Viridian=V;
Cobalt Blue Light=CO; Ultramarine Blue Deep=i)•
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COLOR CHARTS
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as you work (espe e fally with the very light miyinres).
8. How sunple it is with this modest palette to replicate nearly all other colors sold as tube pigments (saving a lot of
your money and paleuc space). You can make your own Vermilion. Naples Yellow, Raw Sienna, Burnt Sienna, Burnt
Umber. Raw t ntbcr, \ -and\ kc Brown, the Blacks, all of the Madder Lakes, Carmine, Cadmium Orange, Cerulean Blue,
Prussian Blue. Permanent Blue. Turquoise, Ultramarine Violet. the Cobalt Violets, Sap Green, Olive Green, Emerald Green,
Permanent Green, Sepia. English Red, Indian Red. Light Red, the Mars colors, and every Gray available. You will also
discos er how unnecessary it is to buy "Flesh tints," Pink, "Neutral" Grays, or other pre-mixed colors.
My advice—my plea to you—is to do the charts for your sake. (Do not use mine.) The charts are not a sure-fire
gimmick guaranteed to make you a color wizard, but they are the best way I know of to understand your pigments and
enter the study of color on sound footing. Take your time, don't be in a rush just to get them done. Stay alert and see what
is happening, not only on your palette. but within yourself Impatience will well up, so will exasperation as you make
mistakes or struggle with decisions about the right color and value, but I urge you to stick with it. In a way, the charts are
intended to he somewhat agonizing so that you will develop the patience and self-control so necessary in painting. It
should be like an initiation ritual before what is to come, so you may endure it without giving up. As a dancer learns to
tolerate pain and endless falls in order to some day soar with grace, so must you have the stubbornness to mix a color
until it is precisely what you require to make your painting sing.

Color harmony need not be complicated or analytical.
It can be quickly established by applying a wash of a key color
(Cobalt Blue and Yellow Ochre Light in this picture). mill°
matching that temperature and relating to that color family in
the course of the painting. "Relating" simply means constant'`
checking to see that each color laid down matches the color In
the subject, and making sure that the shadows and light arena'
appropriately warts and cool "appropriareh means
1'4'11
the SaMe degree of differenee berwcvn warms and
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COLOR FAMILIES

In the same way
that a chemistry
student learns the Table of the Elements, or a music student learns scales and
acquires the vital understanding
of
key signatures,
so the doing of the charts taught me to recognize co lors in an organized
•a, as - families.- For example, my pigments
as they came from their tubes could be understood as:
1. The Primal?•
Cobalt Blue). color families—one color alone—red, yellow, and blue (Cadmium Red, Cadmium Yellow Pale, and
2. The Secondary color families—two primary colors mixed together--green,
violet, and orange (Viridian, Cobalt
Violet, Cadmium Yellow Deep).
3. The Tertiary color families—all three primary colors mixed together - all the grays, browns and earth colors
(Transparent Oxide Red, Yellow Ochre, Terra Rosa).
4. The remaining pigments—Alizarin Crimson, Cadmium Lemon, and Ultramarine Blue arc clearly within the red,
yellow and blue families respectively. Each however, leans slightly toward another color Alizarin Crimson
towards blue, Cadmium Lemon towards green, and Ultramarine Blue towards red."
So what's the point? Aren't the names of the colors on the tubes? Well yes they arc, but names don't mean
anything. By recognizing my colors as members of family groups, I understand them in a more organized and kiwi mi i‘
and sorted them into three families. 'I'hree is easier to manage than tl tlee,,
I have taken the fifteen or so colors that I use
like it when things are easier.
I sorted my pigments in other ways too:
1.
2.

The Reds--Cadmium Red, Cadmium Scarlet, Terra Rosa, and Alizarin ( Unison.
The Yellows----Yellow Ochre Light, Cadmium Lemon, Cadmium Veitow Pale, and ( 'actiium
towards Yellow than towards Red).
(because it inclines more

i
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My palette, and the way I identify my color; here, is some \‘
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3. The Blues—Cobalt Blue, Ultramarine Blue.
4. Orange—Cadmium Orange.
5. Green—Viridian.
6. Violet—Cobalt Violet.
7. Brown—Transparent Oxide Red. (Technically, this could also be considered a Red or Orange when used
transparently, or when lightened with white, but it still looks brown to me as it comes from its tube.)

"ROSES" Oil 8" x 16"
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PREDOMINANCE
Taking things another step, 1
arrangement. The following is how I organized the lists above into a still more sophisticated and comprehensive
grouped my charts into families of predominance. I did that so I could recognize
which family a mixture (or a color in nature) belonged to. 1 arranged my completed charts according to the color family
that stood out----no matter which pigments on my palette were mixed together (including white). This is what 1 came up
with, and it is how I think of color today:
Red dominant family—Any mixture in which Cadmium Red, Cadmium Scarlet, Terra Rosa, or Alizarin
Crimson strongly prevails.
2. Yellow dominant family Any mixture in which
stronglY Pro ails.

..:a ! -111.11111

_anon, Cadmium Yellow, or Yellow Ochre Light

Woe dominant farad) - Any mixture in w hich Cobalt 11 W. or Uhraroarim Ulue strongly prevails.
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In many of the evening studies I did at
the Palette & Chisel Academy in the 1980s, me
main interest was improving my drawing skiI: ,
As a consequence, in this, and many others, I
was not overly concerned with da77ling color
I was more interested to experiment with edge ,
to achieve simple strong values, and to fit it ,:11
together properly. I was happy to settle for %%h.
I call adequate color—it was her coloration.
not all of it—not everything I actually saw. .
way, by limiting my color to just the essential ,
it was an added learning experience, because
forced me to see the major predominant color,
immediately—which is exactly what is needeJ
for a sound block-in.
"ACADEMY STUDY"

Oil 22" x 18"
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In case you think I
was (or am) a fanatic about making dry analytical lists—I'm not. In my student days, I didn't
take the trouble to write down these groupings as I'm doing here. I was fascinated with what was happening as I mixed
my paints, and I noticed certain key things as I went along. I realized that the charts were an orchestration of only six
fundamental colors producing countless variations, and I became aware of an emerging order as I was working with them.
GOOD VIBES
Each chart that I completed gave me one of those electrifying "AH-HA!" experiences—as in AH-HA! ... So that's
what blue does! . . That's how green works—and so on. The simple patterns somehow clicked in my mind. It wasn't an
original discovery, it was just my turn.
Because of the charts, I know about the relationship between color and values—mainly that a color becomes
in the attempt to lighten or darken it. I mentioned earlier that adding white to a pigment or mixture not only
lightens it but changes its temperature by cooling it. This creates a new color. Using a color to lighten or darken another
color does the same thing—it yields a new color. Yellow, for example, cannot simply be lightened or darkened and still
remain the same yellow. It will be in the yellow family, but regardless of what I use to change its value, it will be less
yellow" than it was. The same goes for any other color.

another color

-

From that fact, I made the inference that the same thing happens in the natural world. Light does not lighten
or darken without also changing color! That was an astounding realization—a Law of Nature (Richard's Law?) and
it explained the world of color to me so simply!
I realized that color was like silly puny—I couldn't move it around or even look at it without changing it Why',
Because moving it changed it relative to the colors it was moving within. and the light I used to see it with made it look
the way it did. Doing the charts showed me quite dramatically how colors are transformed by surrounding colors—even
how white. unmixed. takes on the blush of its neighbors.
In school and for a long time afterward. the charts were always at my side when I painted. I referred to them
constantly as I tried to match the colors in my subject. It was wonderful to be able to glance at the model and instant]. be
able to identify the families of colors that I was seeing—and then know exactly what mixtures made those colors' The
charts became as familiar to me as the scales I played on my piano--tny well-worn secret friends_
Today I can look at a patch of grass in the sun. for example and instead of thinking. Gee whiz! Look at that loveh
green!"—I automatically recognize it as probably Viridian with Cadmium' ellow Pale, plus White. about a 4 value. with
way that I now see an edge as a specific rope of brushstroke. I see a color as a specific
dark
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